AVID Integrated provide a high quality & hassle free 3D animation service, taking your
product from an idea to a marketable vision. Videos are styled inline with your brand.

The Process
Stage

Outcomes

Discussion of product/idea
and the key elements to be
presented

We discuss the project and take time to
understand your product - it’s functionality,
customer/consumer benefits and details that
should be communicated in the video.

Develop storyboard and
provide quote for approval

A storyboard is developed showing stage-bystage/scene-by-scene what will be shown in
the video. It will detail the content, movement
and durations of scenes which is important to
establish the scope of the project. At this point
we can provide a quote.

Develop animation draft:
Deliver rough draft & various full
quality images for approval and
changes

On acceptance of our quote, we commence work
- creating models and assets if required or supplied
by you to AVID Integrated.
On delivery of the draft, you can request changes.
Please note, changes that fall outside the scope of
the storyboard may require a modified quote.

Make changes as requested:
Deliver second draft & various
full quality images for approval

Final render & delivery of
animation

Second draft is delivered for approval for final
rendering or to request further changes. Please
note: changes made at this stage may incur
additional costs which can be discussed prior to
continuation.
We render out the full animation in high quality
and deliver to you via dropbox or a large file
transfer service, such as ‘wetransfer’.

Ready to go? Get in touch!
0426 810 710
info@avidintegrated.com
www.avidintegrated.com
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We can deliver in any file format you require. For most uses MP4 format with H264 encoding is best - we deliver in a higher bitrate
(quality) than any current streaming service such as YouTube or Vimeo. If you prefer a lower bitrate video (smaller size) just let us know.

